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Introduction

Management

Opened in Fall of 2020, the Brown-Kopel Design and
Innovation Laboratory (DIL) is an interdisciplinary hub for
all engineering majors where equipment and training allows
students to create projects and pursue knowledge outside of

Using the website built on a LAMP stack, students must
undergo trainings that consist of demonstrations and
certification pieces administered by makerspace assistants
(MAs) to access the space. After completing the basic safety
training that grants access to the main work area, students
are free to pursue access of the shop of their choice.

their nominal program of study. Recently, faculty have also
been approved to host classes in a designated classroom
area. With just over 11,000 square feet of area and equipped
with 9 different shops along with a main work area, the DIL
has room for both quick and ambitious projects as well as
academic courses.
Capabilities

In addition to essential tools and machines for metal
working, wood working, electronics, and additive
manufacturing, the DIL hosts several machines that are
generally unavailable for students of all majors to use such
as a wire EDM, a waterjet cutter, a 3-axis CNC mill, CNC
routers, a kiln, a sandblaster, and a dual extrusion printer
capable of embedding high strength strands (carbon fiber,
Kevlar, etc.) into prints.

Each shop has different levels of certification that are
proportional to knowledge of that specific shop. Some shops
only grant access to certain equipment with higher levels of
certification.
There are 3 levels of certification: Basic, Advanced, and
Expert.
In addition to inspecting a printed badge, each MA can
check progress of a user in each shop via a color-coded
menu on the website.

In the case of a user needing to purchase hardware or request
a 3-D print, a transaction can be recorded on the website.
With a dedicated pages to materials and the printer queue,
inventory can be efficient and organized.

Demographics

The DIL aims to be inclusive of all majors and as such the
percentage of users by major corresponds to the size of each
respective major; the website also provides useful
information on site activity.

Involvement

The DIL collaborates with multiple student clubs across
campus due to its capabilities. These clubs include:




War Eagle Motorsports (Formula SAE team)
Auburn Off Road (Baja SAE Team)
Auburn University Rocketry Association

In addition to supporting student clubs, the DIL also
supports university organizations and classes such as









Auburn Makes
o University-wide network of makers and
fabrication resources
Engineering Senior Design
o 2 semester course that consists of the
design and fabrication of a cumulative
project of the entire engineering major
Intro to Engineering
o Freshman course intended to expose new
student to engineering concepts
Mechatronics
o Special topic technical elective focused on
electromechanical systems.
Honors 3-D Printing Seminar
o Honors college course that teaches
students the operation of slicers and 3-D
printers.
Business-Engineering-Technology:
o Degree minor that educates and trains
selected engineering and business students
to develop new products, business models,
and business startups.
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